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It is with great pleasure we bring to you issue 9 of our

data and analytics influenced magazine; 'Focus: inside

data magazine' 

We hope that this digital and interactive publication will

not only bring you inciteful and thought -provoking

content but will also help to create a community, and

open a dialogue helping to shape and influence the

data and analytics industry.

In each issue we will bring you industry relevant

articles, as well as informative HR and recruitment

advice, designed to help and educate. 

The Data and Analytics industry is going from strength

to strength and Focus: inside data magazine, aims to

keep you up to date with sector specific changes, news,

trends and emerging technologies as they happen. 

We hope you enjoy your read. 

Thank you,

Keeli MacMillan,

Editor. 
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Who the hell needs another cloud data
warehouse?  

Firebolt CEO and Co -Founder Eldad Farkash

talks about what makes Firebolt different to other

cloud data warehousing solutions. 

Data Strategy: 6 Top Tips  

Seasoned Data Strategist, Chris Tabb gives his

advice on creating the prefect data strategy 

Focus on: Hinterview 

We speak to the video interview specialists

about how the platform has changed the way

hiring works and how they see future of

recruitment evolving. 

Do you need a Managed Service Partnership? 

SearchDATA Group review the benefits of a

Managed Service Partnership for your business 

 and how it could save you time and money. 



The problem

While we can confidently say that humanity has

pretty much solved the storage aspect of big

data, it seems that we’re still stuck with less-

than-advanced processes of refining this data

into insights. Imagine sitting in front of a huge

pile of crude oil nicely stored in barrels, with

nothing but cocktail straws to extract that oil.

Quite frustrating!

In the best case scenario, turning big data into

insights today is either painfully slow, expensive,

or labour intensive. And in the worst case

scenario — all of the above.

Ironically, everyone brags about having big data

as soon as they have multiple terabytes or

petabytes of data in storage. But, due to the

difficulties in analysing this data, most

organizations only analyse a fraction of that big

data. That’s a fact that is usually overlooked.

This isn’t quite the “big data analytics” dream

everyone had in mind.

Hello data world!

So we’ve all heard that “data is the new oil” way

too many times. It’s been said so often that I

personally feel slightly nauseous every time

someone says that (sorry). But, the reality is that

companies in every sector were already

amassing as much data as they could even pre-

COVID-19. Add to that today’s accelerated

digital transformation we’re experiencing in

every part of our lives due to COVID-19 and

we’re talking about very significant data growth

rates.

That’s great — plenty of oil for everyone. Right?

Well, not so fast.
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Storing big data is very different than

analyzing big data. And what’s the point in

having big data if you can’t analyse it after all?

Companies are often forced to make data

compromises in order to achieve only a

fraction of the business value the data really

holds. They’re forced to look at narrow time

windows, at aggregated data and frequently,

they also find themselves looking at stale data

that doesn’t even reflect the current state of

their business.

Add to that the substantial work and resources

that go into building and scaling those data

pipelines and it’s easy to understand the

frustration that so many companies

experience.

Enter Firebolt

I’ve spent my entire life in and around data

analytics.

In 2004, I founded a successful business

intelligence (BI) company called Sisense,

which focuses on data integration and

visualization for complex data challenges and

today, serves thousands of customers

globally.

Over the years, I’ve seen the data analytics

space evolve rapidly and a few years ago, I

realized that Hadoop is dead, and that the

data warehouse will be making a big

comeback. I decided it was time for me to go

deeper in the data stack to tackle some of the

massive data challenges the world was about

to face.

 

Add a little bit of body text

 

That’s how Firebolt came to life.

Firebolt is a complete redesign of the data

warehouse for the era of the cloud and data lakes.

Our aim is to enable organizations to deliver an

incredible data analytics experience regardless of

the size and usage patterns of a company’s data

without having to constantly be worried about

performance and costs.

Not just another cloud data warehouse

You must be saying to yourself, there’s so many

data warehouses out there, who the hell needs

another one?

Well, that’s an excellent point.

So without further ado, here are the three main

things that make Firebolt unique and a few

reasons why some of the world’s most advanced

tech companies are partnering with us:

Speed @ scale — Firebolt was built from the

ground up with fanatical attention to how each

step in the data journey, from storage to the

compute layer CPU, can be optimized. We set out

to build the most powerful data warehouse

available but also the most efficient one when it

comes to how it utilizes cloud resources. The brute

force approach of throwing more compute and

money at the problem is limited and can only take

you so far (unless you feel comfortable wearing a

6XL T-shirt :) ). Firebolt leverages the elasticity of

the cloud combined with the infinite scale it

provides to deliver extreme query speed @ scale

that no other solution offers.

"In the best case scenario, turning big

data into insights today is either painfully

slow, expensive, or labour intensive. And

in the worst case scenario — all of the

above"

Click here to be part of the Focus

conversation 

https://www.sisense.com/
http://www.firebolt.io/?__hstc=233546881.151b9d816e5b4ec29f7fb8c6ad2d1617.1603896849004.1603896849004.1603900125476.2&__hssc=233546881.1.1603900125476&__hsfp=1939472717&
https://searchdatagroup.co.uk/contact/
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Rapid warehousing — data teams today spend

too much time on pre-aggregation ETLs, flattening

semi-structured data, cluster management, as well

as other “fun” tasks like vacuuming, reclustering,

partitioning and the list goes on and on. No more!

At Firebolt we believe that data warehouses

should be much easier to use and should do all

that for you. That’s why we focus on turning

everything that used to be complicated and labor

intensive into simple tasks. This is how rapid

warehousing is achieved and it’s how you replace

time spent on non productive tasks with valuable

data analysis and development.

Best price-performance ratio in the industry —

with the common “pay-per-use” model, cloud data

warehouse vendors earn more if your queries take

longer to run. That’s a major conflict of interest that

no one seems to be talking about! (I like to call it

the elephant in the warehouse). Cloud data

warehouse providers essentially have no financial

incentive to improve their query speed or reduce

your cost per hour, as it will directly impact their

revenues. At Firebolt we decided to introduce a

new pricing model that is fair, transparent, and

allows you to scale without breaking the bank,

whereby you pay just the AWS base cost for the

cloud resources you consume, and not a penny

more. 

In addition, Firebolt charges a fixed annual

subscription for the services we provide that is

based on the size of your data set. Our innovative

business model saves our customers up to 90% of

their cloud data warehouse bill and ensures true

alignment of interests. Our customers can rely on

Firebolt to continue to roll out optimizations

resulting in reduced cloud costs and improved

query performance.

So if you have to sum it up, Firebolt is a cloud
native data warehouse that is faster, easier to
use and offers an unparalleled price-
performance ratio.

Data teams today are faced with immense

challenges. We’ve made it our mission at Firebolt

to transform the way the world processes data.

We envision a world where big data is lightning

 fast!

How fast? I welcome you to sign up and see

Firebolt in action on your own data.

P.S. I would love to hear your thoughts

Eldad Farkash 

CEO & Co-Founder Firebolt

https://www.firebolt.io/?

"Companies are often forced to make

data compromises in order to achieve

only a fraction of the business value the

data really holds. They’re forced to look

at narrow time windows, at aggregated

data and frequently, they also find

themselves looking at stale data that

doesn’t even reflect the current state of

their business"

https://www.firebolt.io/
https://www.firebolt.io/


 Identify your company's Data Evangelists

 Remove the noise and identify the real              

issues

 Share the actions identified across the

Stakeholders

 Work together to break down the

decisions

 Use the output to identify requirements

and a Backlog

 Define, Review and Refine Data Principles

 Document decisions and design patterns

The more business involvement, the more

likely for it to succeed, removing the 'Them vs

Us' or the 'Business not understanding IT' and

'IT not understanding the Business' - that I've

seen in many companies and both are usually

right. The critical thing is the strategy needs to

support business objectives and the direction

of the organisation.

 

After you have formed your Data Community.

You can use it as a vehicle to

 

I have been working with Data my entire career

and recently put together my top 6 tips to be

considered when implementing a Data Strategy. 

Each company will have its unique roadmap, but I

believe it starts with a Data Community, then

many other activities can run in parallel; a Data

Strategy is a Team Sport.

 

 Here are my Top 6 tips

 

1. Create a Data Community for Collaboration with

the Business

 

No one person can define and realise a Data

Strategy. I've been involved in many Data

Strategies over the years and seen the debate of

whether it should be business-led or IT-led. I think

the answer is that it should be a community-led. 

CREATING  A  DATA
STRATEGY:  6  TOP  TIPS  

CHRIS  TABB,  LEADING  EDGE  IT

I SSUE  9
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Features

 

This could be some additional functionality you

add to part of a project that requires quality and

monitoring checks on the data to ensure it has a

high level of accuracy and availability due to its

business criticality. Once built and implemented,

this could be rolled out across all your data

pipelines so the whole business benefits.

 

 Capabilities

As you start to scale your scale, you can look to

provide capabilities to support your Data

Community. A Data Governance or a DataOps

capability can provide support and

standardisation across your data teams to help

deliver data pipelines. Another excellent capability

is a Data Collaboration tool like Alation that can

provide a platform to share documentation,

Business Glossary, Data Catalogues, Data

Dictionaries, Data Lineage and Data Policies.

3. It's not a one-horse race. Sometimes you need to

bet on two horses in the same race.

Use quick wins–short sprints that collectively help

with the long game. A data strategy is a journey

that never ends, and it is not one long race. You

can't just make an announcement send out an

email, have a company meeting and then expect

everyone to buy into your vision. The best

approach is to build up trust, credibility and

deliver incremental value. You can't expect

everyone to wait until a 2-year project has

completed before you start to get a return on the

investment. Use individual projects enablers that

build new features, that you can then use to

optimise future initiatives using these shared

capabilities. These are the vehicles to enable value

for the Business.

"No one person can define and

realise a Data Strategy"

2. Create Building Blocks that collectively realise

your Data Strategy.

 

Agile has become the 'defacto standard' approach

for delivery. But the execution is critical.

'Rome was not built in a day'. You need to build out

over time, creating good foundations and

infrastructure and then build great Data Products. I

will use some real-life examples, that will provide

some context instead of a High-level statement of

'Doing it Agile'. By creating a customised,

steppingstone approach, that realises your

objectives is the skill. I will break these into the

three components that I use:- Enablers, Features

and Capabilities. But remember you will need to

have acceptance of re-work and ensure it is

prioritised.

Enablers

 

This could be a project using semi-structured data

from multiple sources that needs a standard view

but requires this to be built based on a prototyping

approach to defining the best attributes. This

project would be a great enabler for a Cloud-Based

Solution that supports this functionality (like

Snowflake). Once in, it can become an accelerator

for future projects and provide the foundations for

your strategy. By finding business use cases that

support a change in technology rather than

changing a technology, then finding a use case,

you realise business value from the start.

 

Click here to be part of the Focus

conversation 

http://analytics8.co.uk/
https://searchdatagroup.co.uk/contact/
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A DataOps approach can increase the speed and

quality of releases of new data content, building

monitoring and quality checks into data pipelines

as standard and then sharing the metrics with the

Data Community. By using this approach, it allows

you to merge innovation and value pipelines

allowing any innovation work to be quickly

released as part of your BAU activities.

 

It is critical to learn by your mistakes and optimise

and take the stakeholders on the journey with you.

 

4. Educate/Encourage to have systems built with

Data Quality Acquisition Rules by design

 

The better the Data is, from the point of

Acquisition, the more accurate the Insight on

consumption. Thus, more value for the Business.

As my old boss used to quote Rubbish In =

Rubbish Out, but they were the days where more

elaborate language would be spoken in the office,

so that's not exactly how he worded it. Remember,

data quality is not just your data team's problem.

It's a company problem. Look to have data quality

as part of the test criteria for all projects to prevent

bad data entering your company's operational

systems. This reduces the need to cleanse or

check the data downstream where it's used to

automate processes or feed algorithms and

analytics.

 

Provide basic data Literacy training to anybody in

the company. You don't know where you may

have a rough diamond. I recently posted about my

own career path; I did not fit the traditional

background path into data. I showed an interest,

was given an opportunity, took it and have never

looked back. You don't know; you could have your

next data evangelist already in your company.

 

Look to embed Data Skills into each dev team, get

a balanced view, a T shaped team will give you

breadth and depth in one area. Pi/π shaped will

provide breadth and depth in more than one area

and make sure you include data.

There is no point in having a team of the best Java

Developers and cloud engineers and no data

skills. You will end up with the best-documented

microservices with CI/CD deployment supported

by the worst data model with poor quality data. 

 

 You need to provide the developers with accurate

and representative test data when building

platforms. I have seen so many projects where test

data is an afterthought. Then created by the test

team that may not have the business knowledge

and already know the tests that will be run. This

then just becomes a marking you own homework

exercise and will not ensure quality data is

collected or created.

Click to visit Lead Edge IT 

https://www.snowflake.com/try-the-data-warehouse-built-for-the-cloud/?_bt=297129999549&_bk=snowflake+computing&_bm=e&_bn=g&_bg=62581776907&utm_medium=search&utm_source=adwords&utm_campaign=EMEA+-+Branded&utm_adgroup=EMEA+-+Branded+Snowflake+-+Computing+-+Exact&utm_term=snowflake+computing&utm_region=EMEA&gclid=CjwKCAjwxOvsBRAjEiwAuY7L8nt3rTSDzfNfAhrhMoTY1kTmihaKrRJCYz4A_EUd8RCo3FsuBVLFkxoC-x0QAvD_BwE
https://www.leit.ltd/
https://www.leit.ltd/
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 A DataOess. As my old boss used to quote Rubbish

In = Rubbish Out, but they were the days where

more elaborate language would be spoken in the

office, so that's not exactly how he worded it.

Remember, data quality is not just your data team's

problem. It's a company problem. Look to have data

quality as part of the test criteria for all projects to

prevent bad data entering your company's

operational systems. This reduces the need to

cleanse or check the data downstream where it's

used to automate processes or feed algorithms and

analytics.

 

Provide basic data Literacy training to anybody in

the company. You don't know where you may have

a rough diamond. I recently posted about my own

career path; I did not fit the traditional background

path into data. I showed an interest, was given an

opportunity, took it and have never looked back.

You don't know; you could have your next data

evangelist already in your company.

Look to embed Data Skills into each dev team, get a

balanced view, a T shaped team will give you

breadth and depth in one area. Pi/π shaped will

provide breadth and depth in more than one area

and make sure you include data.

There is no point in having a team of the best Java

Developers and cloud engineers and no data skills.

You will end up with the best-documented

microservices with CI/CD deployment supported by

the worst data model with poor quality data.

You need to provide the developers with accurate

and representative test data when building

platforms. I have seen so many projects where test

data is an afterthought. 

 

Then created by the test team that may not have

the business knowledge and already know the

tests that will be run. This then just becomes a

marking you own homework exercise and will not

ensure quality data is collected or created.

 5. Work with Data Governance (not against).

 

Working in transparency, collectively, you will

achieve more. The first thing we need to do is

understand or agree on the definition and role of

Data Governance. Unfortunately, the word or term

'Governance' tends to be associated with negative

thoughts! Probably why 'Data Governance' was

not voted sexiest job of the 21st Century and 'Data

Scientist' was. But both roles are as important as

each other. And if we understand the role of Data

Governance more, we can remove the stigma

associated with the word 'Governance'.

https://www.snowflake.com/try-the-data-warehouse-built-for-the-cloud/?_bt=297129999549&_bk=snowflake+computing&_bm=e&_bn=g&_bg=62581776907&utm_medium=search&utm_source=adwords&utm_campaign=EMEA+-+Branded&utm_adgroup=EMEA+-+Branded+Snowflake+-+Computing+-+Exact&utm_term=snowflake+computing&utm_region=EMEA&gclid=CjwKCAjwxOvsBRAjEiwAuY7L8nt3rTSDzfNfAhrhMoTY1kTmihaKrRJCYz4A_EUd8RCo3FsuBVLFkxoC-x0QAvD_BwE
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I attended a webinar recently with Laura Madsen,

and she had a fantastic slide showing the % split of

what the focus should be of a Data Governance

Function.

 

 40% Increase use of Data

 25% Data Quality

 25% Data Management (i.e. lineage)

 10% Data Protection

 

Suppose we start to use this split. That I believe is

the correct way that a Data Governance function

should be viewed, and with these clear

responsibilities and early project engagement, you

will increase the use of data and maintain the

quality that will build trust and assurance in the

data. 

Your Projects, the Business and your users will all

have better success.

 

6. Re-validate historical decisions.

 

It may have been the correct decision at the time. It

may not be now.

 

This is as much political and people-focused as it is

the technology, and if it is not done correctly, you

can make more enemies than friends. It's an

integral part of a Data Strategy, especially when

you inherit mid-flight projects with bad or no

longer valid decisions. Decisions are made at a

point in time with the information and options

available at that time; time does not standstill.

There are many things to consider when re-

validating decisions and you need to be aware of

emotional attachment to historical decisions.

Some may fear of challenging their peers' views.

There may be a feeling of job insecurity created

by these changes, and you will always find some

hidden agenda's in every Business.

 

The best approach is to make the re-validation a

community activity. Review the original and

Current requirements. Define the Options

available and remember doing nothing is an

option and provides a good baseline when

comparing other options. Look to Review Pro's

and Con's of the options as a community activity.

When you have shortlisted the options, have a

Bakeoff or for large-scale purchases an RFP. You

will need to consider the cost and delay in

making any changes that will affect mid-flight

projects. Win over the non-believers using facts;

you can't argue with the facts. Make sure you

provide reassurance that re-training will be

provided to support any changes.

The main thing is to reiterate that it may have

been the correct decision at the time. It may not

be now.

 

Don't let your predecessors' mistakes make you

fail.

Chris Tabb 

Founder Leading Edge IT

https://www.leit.ltd/ 

 

"Provide basic data Literacy training to

anybody in the company. You don't know

where you may have a rough diamond. I

recently posted about my own career path;

I did not fit the traditional background path

into data. I showed an interest, was given an

opportunity, took it and have never looked

back"

https://www.leit.ltd/
https://www.leit.ltd/
https://www.leit.ltd/
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FOCUS ON: HINTERVIEW 

KEELI MACMILLAN, EDITOR 

It’s no secret that the recruitment landscape has

changed dramatically over the last 12 months.

Where some companies have struggled with the

change to their traditional processes, others have

quickly adapted and thrived. Much of the

continued success of these forward thinking and

adaptive companies has been through investing in

technology and tools to ensure their talent

acquisition efforts continued throughout. One

such tool is Hinterview.

In a world where face to face contact was taken

away Hinterview appears to have provided the

perfect antidote. The two -way video interviewing

tool has been fully optimised for recruitment. With

a click of a button clients and candidates are

brought together remotely making it safe, timely

and convenient for all involved. 

We caught up with Senior Customer Success

Manager, Mason Freeman-Bartley to find out more

about Hinterview, the recruitment market and their

future plans. 

Tell us the Hinterview story, where did the idea

come from? 

“The concept originally came from Andy and Rich
who are our two Directors. They now have over 25
years of recruitment experience between them.
They originally set up their own recruitment
company within the IT industry. There was a
particular incident with a candidate which they had
met and put forward for interview. Having met the
candidate they knew she was fantastic and right for
the role but when the client saw the CV and blurb
they said no and rejected her, saying she wasn’t
what they were looking for. Andy and Rich rang the
client to say, ‘we’ve met the candidate we know
she’s right, just meet her and you’ll love her’. So,
they gave them the benefit of the doubt, met her,
offered her and she still works there to this day.” 
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DIGITAL ALLIES: REPORT ON 5G

Click here to be part of the Focus

conversation 

So that’s where the idea for Hinterview was born?

 

“Yeah, they thought to get around all that, wouldn’t
it just be easier to send a video clip of the candidate
first so they could see them? So, long story short,
low and behold, that’s how Hinterview was started
just off the back of 1 candidate.”

Operating for 5 years Hinterview has seen

impressive growth, from a small start-up to now

boasting 62 employees at their South East London

head office, with the last 12 months being their

biggest growth period to date. 

So how has Hinterview managed the changing

recruitment landscape within its own strategies

and processes? 

“This time last year the Customer Success
Department was only 5 of us. It was all very different
it was all about face-to-face onboarding and the
onboarding process took months. That very
quickly changed overnight. We grew to a team of
14 tripling in size. The onboarding strategy has
been condensed from 3 months to 4 weeks, things
have just been mad this last year.”

You can see how recruitment has changed within

your own organisation. How do you think the

wider recruitment market has changed over the

last year? 

“Recruitment now has completely flipped on its
head. Face- to- face interviews are now null and
void. But, for the better I think. Candidates now
don’t have to travel hours on end and book time off
for interviews and travel. We can just sit in a coffee
shop, sit at home and meet those people. Its so
much easier for everyone. I think time to value has
massively increased over the last year in
recruitment”.

Do you see this new trend in the way recruitment

works continuing or do you think that old

processes and behaviours will begin to be

favoured again in the future? 

“6 months ago, I’d have said yes absolutely this is
the way its going to be forever. Now we are finding
that clients are wanting to get face to face meetings
booked in as soon as its possible. 
Myself  I’m gagging to get back into the office and
be with my team and build those relationships. I
think it will be a mixed bag. Rather than being
predominant it will be more of a 70/30 or 60/40
split.”

“(Remote interviewing) will still be the first line of
defence, the client will still want to see the
candidate but that can be the biggest time waster,
the initial interview. If we can now have just video
and eliminate some of those early in person stages,
it shortens the time to hire for everyone.”

"Candidates now don’t have to

travel hours on end and book

time off for interviews and travel.

We can just sit in a coffee shop,

sit at home and meet those

people. Its so much easier for

everyone. I think time to value

has massively increased over

the last year in recruitment”."

Click here to have us Focus
on your business

http://searchbi.co.uk/
https://searchdatagroup.co.uk/contact/
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Hinterview prides itself on the tools ability to

maintain the human element of recruitment within

its technology. Focusing less on automation and

more on storytelling, Hinterview allows recruiters

to still do what they do best, selling a candidate to

a client. 

The original Hinterview prototype was created in

2015 by company Directors Andy and Rich. The

recruitment and technology markets are currently

moving at an unprecedented rate, how does

Hinterview plan to keep up with these changes

and improve its service offering? 

“At Hinterview we are constantly evolving, we are
constantly developing the tech. As well as the
service what we give you, what you are paying for is
the ongoing development of the tech. You pay us
we develop it and make it better for you. We are
constantly releasing new features, we change
workflows, we change the buttons, the wording.
We are constantly improving the ease of use of the
platform. Our goal is to make it as seamless and self
-sufficient as possible.”

Hinterview appear to be going from strength to

strength, what are the future plans for the

organisation? 

“In terms of future scope we want to include as
much as we can. We want to get to where our
clients don’t feel the need to use any other video
platform. We want to get to the point where clients
are using Hinterview to meet. You pay us already,
why pay Microsoft Teams, why pay Zoom? Yes, you
pay us for your recruitment, but we want you to use
us for your meetings, your conferencing, your
showcasing. We want to be able to provide
psychometric testing and CRM’s. That’s the big
scope for us, to have a one stop shop for all our
clients.” 

Mason Freeman-Bartley, 

Senior Customer Success 

Manager at Hinterview 

If you want to know more about Hinterview please

visit https://hello.hinterview.com/

"At Hinterview we are constantly evolving,

we are constantly developing the

tech...Our goal is to make it as seamless and

self -sufficient as possible"

https://hello.hinterview.com/
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What are the first things you think of when

considering talent acquisition? Cost? Time?

Stress? 

We understand that when it comes to high quality

talent the search never ends. Wouldn’t you rather

be spending your time doing what you do best? 

As your business grows so does the complexity of

your hiring needs. Many organisations find they

just don’t have the strategies or tools needed to be

able to secure the talent they need. 

If your internal recruitment resource needs a little

extra help, then look no further than a Managed

Service Partnership (MSP). By creating an

integrated recruitment and organisational

partnership an MSP can bring you the best

possible results. Using the most up to date

recruitment processes and technologies an MSP

will deliver you the top talent to take your business

to the next level. 

If you use any of the below to measure the

success of your hiring capabilities, then an MSP

could be right for you. 

1. Quality of candidate 

2. Candidate experience 

3. Time scales 

4. Company satisfaction 

5. Candidate satisfaction 

An MSP would provide you with 

1. Market Scoping
 

By working closely with your business and hiring

managers we ensure a deep understanding of

yourgoals and what is required to get you there.

Using this information, we then analyse the

market data, including salaries and

demographics, to better understand the talent

you require and what resources you need to

secure them. 

DO YOU NEED A MANAGED

SERVICE AGREEMENT? 

SEARCHDATA GROUP 

"We understand that when it comes to

high quality talent the search never

ends. Wouldn’t you rather be spending

your time doing what you do best? "
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6. Candidate assessment and interview 

Interviewing a candidate is one of the most

important stages of the recruitment process but

also understand this can be one of the hardest.

With an MSP we can help you to make the

interview process timely and ensure that any

concerns and stress are at a minimum. 

You don’t want to be reviewing CV after CV and

wasting time interviewing unsuitable candidates.

By carrying out in-depth screening we ensure that

you will only be interviewing the best talent

available to you saving you precious time. 

We will provide you with all the information you

need to correctly prepare for interview and with

insightful feedback afterwards. 

This results in a transparent and positive

experience for both the candidate and hiring

manager. 

7. Offer and pre- employment screening 

Our MSP team will not only extend any offer to a

candidate and engage in any necessary

negotiations we will also carry out any background

and reference check needed to ensure everything

is in place for the start date and avoid any

unexpected surprises.

8. Start Date 

We wont just leave you after an offer has been

made and excepted. We will continue to

communicate with both parties to ensure that any

unanswered questions are settled and a suitable

start date is confirmed. We will make sure that any

pre- employment anxieties are eased and also

perform candidate check-ins to ensure a seamless

bedding in phase for any new hire. 

Add a little bit of body text2. Candidate sourcing 

We undertake a fully proactive approach when it

comes to sourcing candidates. We not only seek

out candidates actively open to new opportunities,

but we also approach passive candidates to ensure

we are finding the best talent available to you. We

use the best recruitment technology to target the

right hires for your organisation. With our pipeline

technology you can be safe in the knowledge that

the best candidates are available to you for both

now and for future projects. 

3. Candidate engagement 

We engage with candidates through various

channels to ensure we are giving the best possible

services. This could be email, phone calls or social

media. However they prefer to communicate we

can accommodate. By keeping in constant contact

with our candidates we give them a high level of

personal service to ensure they are kept up to date

at every stage of the process. 

4. Hiring Manager Engagement 

We understand how important hiring managers are

to the talent acquisition process. Developing and

maintaining strong hiring manager relationships is

at the very heart of our MSP offering. By

communicating regularly and providing a

transparent recruitment service we ensure that we

are all working towards the same goal. 

5. Candidate validation and selection process 

We will not put forward any candidate that is not

fully suitable for the role. All candidates undergo a

full and thorough screening process, including skill

set, relevant experience and cultural fit before

being put forward for interview. We ensure all

candidates are fully qualified, interested and

available. 

"We wont just leave you after an offer has been

made and excepted. We will continue to

communicate with both parties to ensure that any

unanswered questions are settled and a suitable

start date is confirmed."
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A Managed Service Partnership can offer many

benefits to your organisations. Below outlines the

results you can expect when working together

with us.

·Saved time – Knowing your talent acquisition is

being taken care of, you can spend your time

focusing on what your business does best and

continue providing a high level of service to your

clients. 

·Flexibility – you can scale up or down as your

organisation needs.

·Improved employer branding – providing a

streamlined and professional experience to

candidates. 

·Employee retention – by vetting candidates

thoroughly you ensure you employ the right fit for

your business improving the chances they will

stay. 

Improved recruitment processes – we work with

you to ensure your hiring process is working to the

highest level throughout

·Reach – with our recruitment technologies,

processes and networks we have access to the

best talent available. 

·Eliminate the need of agencies – by working

with you we can pre-empt your requirements far in

advance meaning you need to depend less on

expensive agencies for short term hires. 

·Happy hiring managers – by only presenting the

right talent to hiring managers time is saved and

much of the related stress is alleviated.

·Talent pipelines – with our pipelines we always

have the right talent available whenever you are

ready to hire. 

If you think a Managed Service Partnership is what

you are looking for then contact SearchDATA

Group now to discuss your requirements and let us

save you time and money but most importantly let

us find you the best talent to take your business to

the next level. 

If you want to know more a Managed Service

Partnership with SearchDATA Group visit 

searchdatagroup.co.uk or call 0191 481 3888

http://searchdatagroup.co.uk/
http://searchdatagroup.co.uk/


SearchData is the UK's first choice for agile Business Intelligence

and Data and Analytics recruitment. Our success derives from

supplying the highest calibre professionals to specialist markets

nationally.

            

TAKE PART HAVE YOUR SAY

if you are interested in featuring in a

future edition of Focus: inside data

magazine, don't hesitate to get in

touch. We are always interested to

hear from experts to gain new

insights into the industry.

Why not let us know what you
thought of the magazine, and join
the conversation on social media. 
Click the links below. 

Click here to register
Interest

If you would like to contact us or speak to one of our

consultants, click here to get in touch.

https://www.linkedin.com/company/3766372/admin/
https://twitter.com/SearchBI
http://searchbi.co.uk/
http://searchbi.co.uk/
http://searchbi.co.uk/
https://searchdatagroup.co.uk/contact/

